Act of Bias Sparks Awareness

Jodie Prigazni Staff Writer

An investigation is continuing in the case of graffiti written on a locker room door threatening a gay student on Oct. 24, authorities said. While police are sort- ing through possible leads, other groups and organiza- tions on campus are working to spread awareness on the issue of intolerance.

“All campus e-mail was sent that Friday evening informing the community about the act of bias occur- ring in the Student Recre- ation Center.”

According to the e-mail, someone had written, “A Gay Boy will B shot here 10/24/14.”

Detectives are working with every lead they have to properly investigate. They urge anyone with information to please come forward, as they have had great success in the past on such cases when our sources confirmed.

Observation continued on Page 4

Shuttle Services Step Up

James Lohman Contributing Writer

When I skip through the channels of my local cable provider, it is hard to ignore the lack of diversity on most television shows.

As a young African-American male, it is hard to find people who look like me or those who speak to me on television. When I do see people who resemble me, they tend to mimick stere- types and play the roles of “thugs,” “hoodlums” or the “typical urban black.” Rarely is there an instance where there are people who resem- ble me positively. If there are, they are usually sup- porting characters, never getting much airtime.

This lack of diversity is not exclusive to just black men in America. Asian-Americans, transgender and Hispanics are just some of the people who are also un- equally represented or lack a presence on television. This lack of representation affects people of all races, genders and sexual prefer- ences, but it is most obvi- ous exception of white/Eur- opean Americans.

Through transportation is important to the Mont- clar State campus commu- nity, students never seem to have a piece of mind when it comes to shuttles. Whether it is the amount of buses in use or the amount of time one waits, consensus always revolves around shuttles.

Those numbered buses seen around campus every- day have served to safely and effectively transport students from one loca- tion to the next. Carrying passengers along various routes, the service has be- come a defining factor in the lives of students living both on and off-campus. In the same sense, students have become dependent upon shuttles to travel to and from class on the dot.

However, with the recent increase in the number of students on campus, rider- ship has grown eight per- cent in the past two years; in turn, keeping up with the demand for shuttles has be- come more difficult.

“Our route structure is very small,” explained Wil- liam Fitzpatrick, Executive Director of Facilities Logis- tic Support. In other words, though other campuses may di- mindle, Montclair State is not equipped with miles upon miles of roads for shuttles to run through. For this rea- son, there tends to be a sort of disorganization when it comes to the operation of the shuttles.

When more cars come onto campus, we are not able to run as freely and that’s where we’ll bunch,” shared Fitzpatrick.

Still, he stressed that this bunching is not unordi- nary and will usually occur at “peak hours” throughout the day; in fact, this could be accountable for the spor-adic arrival of shuttles es-pecially at all times or not at all.

Eventually, upon reaching University Hall, drivers will attempt to dispel the process and add distance between shuttles to better serve the students across the county can now add a new title to their social media resumé; they are now yakkers.
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Reform: Changing the Course of History
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“Your job - our job - is to figure out how to aggregate pockets of activity, arrange little cells of activity, bring all the people back together. Individuals can start a discourse through film, digital space or technology space and have it travel violently.

Charles Rosen
Founder and Former CEO
Amalgamated NYC

Also is a huge commen
tator on legal issues. Rosen founded an advertising agency called Amalgamated NYC and was its former CEO. He also owns the urban agri
culture business New Ark Farms, which specifically supports small farms. Although the company is now making hard apple cider, Newark was known for its cider in the 19th and a 100th of a “stuff” of George Washington.
Assistant Director of the SCCS, Lemons is consid
ered a “broad thinker” by起步 statistic, “one in ev
er 31 adults is under some
type of supervision through incarceration, parole or prob
tion,” he said. “I think of ourselves as the land of free, no
duty, no fear. There are huge percentage of people who are not free, who are burdened by the effects of the criminal justice system. That’s about three percent of our population in the United States.”
Rosen described the system in economic terms: “He said, “The recidivism rate is so high that individuals that come out of prison often return.”
The said those incarcer
ted are often traumatized, scarred and damaged, dying in a dark and crowded con
cenl with no identity, no funds or transportation. Forty per
cent of people in prison have diplomas. She reminded the audience that most pris
cers are eventually released, especially for technical offenses where 95 percent of inmates return home.
Henry and Rosen talk about a prison industrial com
dition: “Poor people accused of non-violent crimes will no longer languish in prison while waiting for a court date because they could not even come up with the small amounts of bail; if implemented properly, this bill marks a significant step in criminal justice reform in our states.”
After taking questions from students, Lemons concluded: “We must educate the audience to see the need to work towards reforms that will expand on the dialogue.

“The think of ourselves as the land of the free, and yet there is this huge percentage of people who are not free, who are burdened by the effects of the criminal justice system. That’s about three percent of our population in the United States.”

- Christine A. Lemansian
SCM Assistant Director

What's up with the SGA?
Get the inside scoop on the weekly meetings
Natalie Smyth
Staff Writer

• The Student Recreation Center implemented a program to combat stereotypes associated with individuals who are not free, who are burdened by the effects of the criminal justice system. That’s about three percent of our population in the United States.

Claire Fickerson | The Montclarion

In the same sense, the Student Recreation Center has always pushed against our ideas or consequences on the division. Most importantly, MSU has always pushed against hate.

In order to do so, the MSU Student Recreation Center created a program to combat stereotypes associated with individuals who are not free, who are burdened by the effects of the criminal justice system. That’s about three percent of our population in the United States.

As a lesson that the LGTB Center stress, everyone should learn, students are encouraged to take advan
tage of the pool, the gym and the Rec Center. However, in the above cases and events on campus more inclusive, comfortable, and safe Student Recreation Center. Ebony announced, “There will also be buttons, beamers, bracelets and other cool and unique things that can be worn to show support for the cause.”
Although unfortunate
time at the same time, the MSU Student Recreation Center has launched a month long program for November that the LGTB Center and the Student Center created to focus on making the Student Recreation Center and the Fitness Department more inclusive, comfortable, and safe spaces for everyone,” explained Ebony Jackson, a Student of the Student Recreation Center.

“MSU’s ‘Recs’ the Stereotype
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The(Accounting Society)
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Students. With the solution for shuttle improvements that appears to have been another issue when it comes to residential and commuter pick-up along Clived Road. Though there still are several shuttles in the early weeks of September, the logistics have been too confusing for students to be able to informally voted and actively-involved citizens.

In the end, the famous ghost hunter expressed: “We have to experience it yourself. You have to open your mind to the possibility that there could be something out there.”

“Sometimes you have people who are looking for attention and want to see what will happen when they do creating this kind of chaos,” Bryan Murdock, Director of Community Engagement, noted on the potentially confusing location of the university in Grove Street in Clifton.

“Is it a challenge, but we have to open our minds and allow them to, in their own way, experience things,” said Freeman. “You have to open your minds to the possibility that there could be something out there.”

In the end, the famous ghost hunter stressed: “You have to open your minds to the possibility that there could be something out there.”

In the end, the famous ghost hunter stressed: “You have to open your minds to the possibility that there could be something out there.”
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Lazy, Rushed and Out of Time

Jessica Mahmoud
Staff Writer

As college students with heavy workloads, there are times we have to stay up late to finish an essay or assignment. This can easily result in sleeping in after a late night. Unfortunately, that also means less time to get ready. Don’t worry. Just because you have a little time doesn’t mean you can’t look good for class.

Hair:
Even with only a few minutes to spare, there are still plenty of quick and cute ways to style your hair. Try styles like top knots, teased ponytails and side braids. If curls are more your thing, try this quick tip: braid your hair in low pigtails and then hold your straightener on the braids. Then take the braids out for beautiful waves.

If all of this sounds too time-consuming, opt for accessories like beanies and headbands.

Makeup:
A day without makeup is not the end of the world. No one will probably even notice. However, if you do have time, try this quick look:

Start with a cream foundation and powder if needed. Next, try using your eyebrows to be the highlight of your face by filling them in with an eyebrow pencil or gel. Then, skip eyeliner and use mascara and apply it as close to the roots as possible to make it look like you also have eyeliner on. Finally, apply lipstick. If you’re a blush person, use your lipstick as blush.

Outfit:
The easiest and most comfortable go-to outfit is leggings and a top. Now that the weather is getting chillier, throw on a slouchy sweater. To make it look a little more stylish, pull on legwarmers or contrasting color knee socks. For shoes, slip into moccasins or slip-on booties.

Another option is jeggings or skinny jeans. These can also be paired with a simple sweater. Then, try adding an infinity scarf and a leather jacket. For shoes, opt for knee high boots.


Favorite movie and why?
Left: “Chungking Express. I just think it’s interesting. It’s an Asian film so there’s no English, all subtitles. It follows two love stories.”

Right: “The Secret Life of Bees. It’s really sad, that’s why I like it.”

Follow @MontclairStateStyle on FB for more!

Want to be part of something greater?
Write for feature!
Fashion writer wanted

Contact msfeature@gmail.com
Five Ways to Save Your MSU Moola

Morgan Princiotta
Contributing Writer

1. Go home for a weekend or visit friend at another college.
Most of the students who live on campus who go home on the week-ends are already one step ahead of you. Stay at another friend’s dorm at your school. Think of how much you’re saving in three days! What’s the result? A home-cooked meal, your comfy bed and seeing some of your old friends is a win, win.

2. Sharing is caring.
Sick of the campus food and want to order out? Ask others if the feeling is mutual. Split a pie at Pizza 46 or maybe a fat sandwich at Cars. Spending is cut in half and that means more opportunities to order out in the future. Having a bigger problem with textbook prices? Share or trade textbooks with your fellow classmates. It works out even better if you’re roomies.

3. Deals or more deals.
Look out for those special sales in the school bookstores. No sale this week? Check the back for the clearance rack. Those sweatshirt prices can really stack up. Represent your school but at the lowest price possible. Why purchase school attire? Every Friday, you can receive a free drink at participating locations on campus if you represent Montclair State. Your flex dollars will love you.

4. Save your bottles.
Check on campus with 2.mato and the other places on campus with fountain sodas to check if they have an all-day free refill policy. Spend that $1.85 and make it last 24 hours. Not only is this helping the environment but it’s also helping your wallet. When the day is over, toss it in the recycling bin, sleep, eat, repeat. Off to the gym? Use a personal water bottle. Try buying one with a filter instead of plastic water bottles in bulk.

5. Attend all the events that say “free food.”
I know checking your email every second of the day is a pain; the amount of emails you receive alone from school is overwhelming in general. However, those emails could be to your advantage. If an event is open to everyone, then why wouldn’t you take this opportunity? If you’re not already a member of a club that’s hosting one, then become a member. You might actually enjoy the club and people in it more than the food.
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Snacks to pack fresh every day

These snacks will go bad if not eaten, so try to pack what you think you will want for that day and remember to empty your backpack at the end of the day to save anything you did not get to eat.

**Fresh fruit:** A lot of fruits are very easy to grab on your way out the door and throw in your bag, such as apples, oranges, bananas and peaches. Others may take some preparation, but will taste so good that it will be worth it. Try cutting up some pineapple and strawberry or bring a sandwich bag of grapes. There are so many options, as fruit is a healthy snack that is sweet and refreshing.

**Vegetables:** A little time spent in the night before or the morning of your day on campus can give you lots of yummy vegetables to bring with you. Unless you have access to a microwave, think about what you would not mind eating cold. If you like sauerkraut, buy some in water and throw a little sea salt on it to bring with you. For a starchy vegetable, try baking sweet potatoes cut into strips for “sweet potato fries.” Bake them with a little olive oil and bring along a small amount of ketchup or your other favorite condiment.

**Peanuts and nuts:** Nuts are a great source of protein and energy. Store-bought trail mixes often is packed with candy and may have a lot of sugar. Yet, trail mix can be a great way to pack in some nutrients if you find a brand with mostly nuts and dried fruit or make it yourself. Throw a few different kinds of nuts and seeds (pecans, almonds and sunflower seeds) make a good mix with a small scoop of dried fruit, such as dried cranberries or raisins. The nuts will give you some healthy fats and the fruit will satisfy your sweet tooth.

**Peanut butter:** Peanut butter has some good-for-you unsaturated fats and is filling. Pair it with an apple, a banana or pretzels to get a satisfying snack.

**Healthy chips and salsa:** If you love chips, try to find a brand of tortilla chips that has whole grains and added benefits, such as fiber or unsaturated fats. Trader Joe’s has “Soy and Flaxseed” tortilla chips, which also give you some protein with every serving. Chips are high in calories, so stick to about one serving paired with some fresh salsa.

**Crackers and cheese:** Like the chips, try to find a brand of crackers made with whole grains. Hires about one ounce of cheese (about the size of a pair of dice) to go with it, and pair it with spinach or another green. When you eat it, stack a piece of spinach with a piece of cheese on each cracker. The spinach pairs well with the rich cheese and adds in some extra vitamins.

**Greek yogurt:** Greek yogurt gives you calcium and protein. To boost the nutrition even more, pack a small sandwich bag of ground flax seeds, chia seeds and cinnamon, and mix it into the yogurt just before you eat. The seeds give you omegas fatty acids and iron and the cinnamon gives it a great taste.

Things that you can keep on hand for emergencies

These items will not go bad for a while, and can be easily stored in a small space of your bag.

**Trail mix (D.I.Y.):** Store-bought trail mix is often packed with candy and may have a lot of sugar. Yet, trail mix can be a great way to pack in some nutrients if you find a brand with mostly nuts and dried fruit or make it yourself. Throw a few different kinds of nuts and seeds (pecans, almonds and sunflower seeds) make a good mix with a small scoop of dried fruit, such as dried cranberries or raisins. The nuts will give you some healthy fats and the fruit will satisfy your sweet tooth.

**Protein bars:** This one is a little trickier to find a good option, but it is possible, and when you find one, hang onto it. You can get a pile of bars to keep in your bag. Look for a bar with about 200 calories or less, about 10 grams of sugar or less and at least 15 grams of protein. The protein is what keeps you full, so the more of that, the better. Watch out for bars with really long ingredient lists or a lot of ingredients you cannot pronounce: the shorter the list, the less processed the bar.

**Greek yogurt:** Greek yogurt gives you calcium and protein. To boost the nutrition even more, pack a small sandwich bag of ground flax seeds, chia seeds and cinnamon, and mix it into the yogurt just before you eat. The seeds give you omegas fatty acids and iron and the cinnamon gives it a great taste.

**Peanuts and nuts:** Nuts are a great source of protein and energy. Store-bought trail mixes often is packed with candy and may have a lot of sugar. Yet, trail mix can be a great way to pack in some nutrients if you find a brand with mostly nuts and dried fruit or make it yourself. Throw a few different kinds of nuts and seeds (pecans, almonds and sunflower seeds) make a good mix with a small scoop of dried fruit, such as dried cranberries or raisins. The nuts will give you some healthy fats and the fruit will satisfy your sweet tooth.

**Peanut butter:** Peanut butter has some good-for-you unsaturated fats and is filling. Pair it with an apple, a banana or pretzels to get a satisfying snack.

**Healthy chips and salsa:** If you love chips, try to find a brand of tortilla chips that has whole grains and added benefits, such as fiber or unsaturated fats. Trader Joe’s has “Soy and Flaxseed” tortilla chips, which also give you some protein with every serving. Chips are high in calories, so stick to about one serving paired with some fresh salsa.

**Crackers and cheese:** Like the chips, try to find a brand of crackers made with whole grains. Hires about one ounce of cheese (about the size of a pair of dice) to go with it, and pair it with spinach or another green. When you eat it, stack a piece of spinach with a piece of cheese on each cracker. The spinach pairs well with the rich cheese and adds in some extra vitamins.

**Greek yogurt:** Greek yogurt gives you calcium and protein. To boost the nutrition even more, pack a small sandwich bag of ground flax seeds, chia seeds and cinnamon, and mix it into the yogurt just before you eat. The seeds give you omegas fatty acids and iron and the cinnamon gives it a great taste.

**Things that you can keep on hand for emergencies**

These items will not go bad for a while, and can be easily stored in a small space of your bag.

**Trail mix (D.I.Y.):** Store-bought trail mix is often packed with candy and may have a lot of sugar. Yet, trail mix can be a great way to pack in some nutrients if you find a brand with mostly nuts and dried fruit or make it yourself. Throw a few different kinds of nuts and seeds (pecans, almonds and sunflower seeds) make a good mix with a small scoop of dried fruit, such as dried cranberries or raisins. The nuts will give you some healthy fats and the fruit will satisfy your sweet tooth.

**Protein bars:** This one is a little trickier to find a good option, but it is possible, and when you find one, hang onto it. You can get a pile of bars to keep in your bag. Look for a bar with about 200 calories or less, about 10 grams of sugar or less and at least 15 grams of protein. The protein is what keeps you full, so the more of that, the better. Watch out for bars with really long ingredient lists or a lot of ingredients you cannot pronounce: the shorter the list, the less processed the bar.

**Greek yogurt:** Greek yogurt gives you calcium and protein. To boost the nutrition even more, pack a small sandwich bag of ground flax seeds, chia seeds and cinnamon, and mix it into the yogurt just before you eat. The seeds give you omegas fatty acids and iron and the cinnamon gives it a great taste.
Help Wanted

Babysitter wanted 24-32 hours a week to manage 3 kids, 12:30-8 p.m. Mon, Wed, Thurs. Looking for a “take charge” person with previous experience. Non-smoker, fluent in English. Driving not necessary. Call Melissa 973-707-7088 or email MelissaMatthys@yahoo.com

P/T After School Driver for 9 yr old girl. Mon/Tues/Wed - 3 to 7 p.m. Call 917-658-6304 or 973-748-0876 or email helen.appelbaum@gmail.com

P/T Childcare for 9 yr old girl, Mon/Tues/Wed 3:00-7:30 p.m. Call Wendy at 201-206-2851.

P/T Driving Sitter for 6 year old boy & 3 children ages 13 & 11. Flexible hours. Minimum weekly fee. Call Rea 973-619-5650 or email Blinkowski29@yahoo.com

P/T Driver/Sitter for 4 year old boy & 3 year old girl in Montclair. Boy has minor special needs, but both are fun & sweet. Special Ed would be preferred, but not necessary. 2-3 hours per week. Call Ann at 917-363-7429 or email AnnAntoshak@gmail.com

Fairfield, NJ based Internet Startup looking for recent college grads or very ambitious college students. $30,000 plus first year & Vested Retirement Plan within 24 months of hire. Complete company training for qualified candidates. Call 201-401-2017.

P/T & F/T - Little Angels School House in Chatham, NJ is looking for energetic individuals. Duties include implementing lesson plans & assisting with meals/naps/literacy/potty training. Contact Jade 732-761-8303 or rnuman@littleangelschoolhouse.com.

P/T & F/T - Little Angels School House in Chatham, NJ is looking for energetic individuals. Duties include implementing lesson plans & assisting with meals/naps/literacy/potty training. Contact Jade 732-761-8303 or rnuman@littleangelschoolhouse.com.

P/T Experienced, energetic, reliable babysitter wanted for our 7 year old son in Nutley. Occasional afternoons / weekends. $20.00 per hour – Students needed to assist professional dog trainer & client’s behavior modification. No experience necessary. Flexible schedule. Call Carol 973-746-4238 or e-mail cjgamm@mindspring.com

P/T Dependable / Responsible Babysitter wanted for friendly Maplewood family – 2 children 12 & 16. Tuesdays & Thursdays (Wed, possible) from 2:45- to 7:00 p.m. during the school year. Must have valid driver’s license & clean record. Also have a sweet golden retriever, so comfort with dogs is also a must. Email Liz at lsvelevir@verizon.net

P/T After School Driver/Minder for cheerful 6th grade boy. 3-4 hours, 2-3 days per week. $15.00 per hour. Flexible! Drive to lessons & practice, oversee homework. Must encouraged to call Elizabeth at 917-576-6220 or email Edw3455@verizon.net

For Sale

Help Wanted

Montclair after-school “Driver” needed for two kids ages 13 & 11. Flexible hours. Send resume to pgiglio@pagelink.com

P/T Driver Sitter for 4 year old boy & 3 year old girl in Montclair. Boy has minor special needs, but both are fun & sweet. Special Ed would be preferred, but not necessary. 2-3 hours per week. Call Ann at 917-363-7429 or email AnnAntoshak@gmail.com

For Rent

Closing Ceremony
Thursday, Nov. 6 from 5:30-8 p.m. Student Center Formal Dining Room

Bailando Con Laso
Monday, Nov. 10 from 7:30-10:30 p.m. Student Center Ballrooms C

Dance Marathon for the Children’s Specialized Hospital
Saturday, Dec. 6 from noon to 12 a.m. Student Center Ballrooms Participants must register and have a fundraising goal of $62. Hosted By: Montclair Miracles Contact: montclairmiracles@gmail.com

Upcoming Events

Student Loan Repayment: Pitfalls & Possibilities with Wells Fargo
Wednesday, Nov. 12 at 3 p.m. Student Union 1040

Hosted by Financial Management & Economics Society (FMES)
Hear from experts in the financial field about loan repayment and your credit score. Representatives from Wells Fargo will answer questions about building credit and keeping a positive credit score, as well as various career paths within the industry.

For Sale

Vanity with Cushioned Chair & Matching Mirror, asking for $150.00. Call 201-461-2017.


For Rent

Private Room w/ Bath for Female. Near Campus off Valley Road in Cliff. Available immediately. $550.00 per month. Call Joan 973-279-7294.
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Private Room w/ Bath for Female. Near Campus off Valley Road in Cliff. Available immediately. $550.00 per month. Call Joan 973-279-7294.
AND NOW TIME FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENT... SUDOKU!
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Planning to sit for the C.P.A. Exam? Do you need those additional 30 credits?

Earn a graduate degree with

**RIDER UNIVERSITY**

Master of Accountancy (MAcc) program

- Meets the educational requirements to sit for C.P.A. in all 50 states
- Online or in-person (full or part time programs)
- Program is AACSB-Accounting Accredited

For more information, contact John Farrell, Assistant Dean at 609-895-5776 or jfarrell@rider.edu.

Master of Business Administration
Master of Accountancy
Online Master of Accountancy

**Interested in Advertising with THE MONTCLARION?**

Email Montclarionadsales@gmail.com
For more information and details

**YOUR AD HERE**

**EAST SIDE MAGS**

7 S. FULLERTON AVE. MONTCLAIR, NJ 07042
862-333-4961 | WWW.EASTSIDEMAGS.COM

**COMICS - OLD & NEW ORIGINAL ART CARDS TRADE PAPERBACKS GAMES & TOYS POSTERS & T-SHIRTS**

www.rider.edu/MAcc
Is Yik Yak good or bad for the Montclair State community?

Daniel Libreña Psychology Junior

“I don’t think Yik Yak is good for the Montclair State community. Yik Yak is a great application with a lot of people posting things on there like negative comments because it is anonymous. They know that nobody is going to know who they are saying those things. I think it is probably not a good thing.”

Melly Aysin Fashion Studies Sophomore

“I don’t think it is a bad thing. It gives the opportunity to express their thoughts in a more comfortable way. The application will continue as an anonymous Tinder or an outlet like Yik Yak is an invaluable campus resource. In this way, Yik Yak solve that problem. It offers an open forum for students to voice their concerns about the university, to find solidarity that they may feel uncomfortable expressing or that is being said about them and because the posts are anonymous, there is no way for an individual to find out who may be spreading rumors or about them or making fun of them.”

Lauren Sawczyz Animal Sciences Sophomore

“Although Yik Yak is anonymous, I don’t necessarily think it is the best thing. It gives the students the unrealistic expectation that things are actually anonymous when, in all reality, it is really easy to find out who is actually posting these things and they could possibly get themselves into a lot of trouble.”

Kevin Guerra Computer Science Senior

“I think it is really cool app. I think it is a really great idea, but it is probably not used well. It hurts people. You can be offensive and nobody can know who you are and that in itself propagates negativity. Overall, I think the technology behind it is fascinating and interesting, but people are using it in the wrong way.”

Julie Gomez Spanish Freshman

“I think it is good because it is the opportunity to express their thoughts in a more comfortable way.”

Kathleen Ramos Business Sophomore

“There’s positive and negative people on there who say nice things and people who say ignorant things, but those ignorant things tend to be down-voted and they end up disappearing. Most people are actually nice enough to respond. People are prettyocre here at Montclair Yik Yak. Most of the time, I just use it for comic, old, good humor. I think it’s really funny

Cassandra Beltrán Public Health Senior

“Like any form of social media, it has its positive effects and its negative effects. I feel that it’s more positive because it’s a lot of fun. You can say some really rude things. I find more rude comments than positive. I think it’s funny; I read it when I’m bored, but I don’t think it’s a positive thing to have in college because it can hurt people’s feelings and it could go wrong.”

Yik Yak also allows users to respond to others’ posts, allowing students to receive answers to questions that they may feel uncomfortable asking in person or on non-anonymous social media platforms. When used as a tool for community-building, Yik Yak is an invaluable campus resource.

“Although Yik Yak is anonymous, I don’t necessarily think it is the best thing. It gives the students the unrealistic expectation that things are actually anonymous when, in all reality, it is really easy to find out who is actually posting these things and they could possibly get themselves into a lot of trouble.”

Christian Ruiz | The Montclarion

OPINION

Year of the Yak at Montclair State

Netflix announces A Series of Unfortunate Events series

Kasser Theater turns 10

Frozen yogurt at Outtakes

Thumbs Down

Colorado votes down mandatory GMO labelling

Bias crime on campus

Mass rape of 200 women in Sudan
Inequality in Television and Film

From my experience, when it comes to diversity in the entertainment industry, the most glaring obstacle is the lack of women in leading roles on television and in film. With such a large number of males dominating our screens, it is crucial to draw from my own experiences and perspectives to highlight the need for change.

Several people have shared their stories about being typecast on social media platforms such as The Onion's recent post, "Most Popular of Blvdly Fluid Things from the 1970s," which is a commentary about stereotypes and biases.

In a daring act, as he has pulled off such stunts, the Flying Wallendas have been able to exceed their Bravest Bad costumes for Halloween this year, burning damask suits to self-professed Ehlsa Caru Unit Workers.

The Wallendas have performed death-defying acrobatic acts on the loop that has been set up for their death-defying feats. In particular, Nik Wallenda now holds nine Guinness World Records as of Nov. 2 for his famous 1,200-foot-long high-wire walk at the Taj Mahal Falls in Georgia.

I'm sure the people in charge of what that life is like. When we try to point out these inequalities in television, we are often met with resistance. People tell us that women are doing just fine and that we should just change our mindsets.

While this lack of diversity may not be fair, the chances are that it seems to be the norm in mainstream America. In a recent survey I took, 65 percent of the people who responded believed that there is no equal representation in gender and race on television. This highlights the constant struggle that people taking notice of this inequality face and what people demanding change? As a journalist, it is crucial that we have to take into consideration. The politics of the all in our society, and we need to represent diverse voices since the people that put them out there are often not women or white males.

From my experiences, when I create something, it is easier to draw from my own experience. As a feminist, I believe that we need to reflect on how we interpret gender roles on television. Currently, the focus is often on gender and race, which is why it is crucial to have representation.

For the film adaptation, the directors decided to go with black and Asian women. For the film adaptation, the directors decided to go with white characters.

If you think that Nik is planning on taking a long break after this stunning achievement, think again. Wallenda is currently planning to recreate his grandfather Karl’s famous 1,200-foot-long high-wire walk at the Taj Mahal Falls in Georgia.

I can’t believe that we were able to exceed our Bravest Bad costumes for Halloween this year, burning damask suits to self-professed Ehlsa Caru Unit Workers.

It takes someone with the proper equipment to get someone across that high wire. If wallenda hasn’t done it all, the Flying Wallendas do on a daily basis. It takes someone with the proper equipment to get someone across that high wire. If wallenda hasn’t done it all, the Flying Wallendas do on a daily basis. It takes someone with the proper equipment to get someone across that high wire.

With triumph and heartbreak, the Wallendas have been able to exceed their Bravest Bad costumes for Halloween this year, burning damask suits to self-professed Ehlsa Caru Unit Workers.

His first tightrope trip had taken place in the United States, but all around the world as well. When Wallenda was performing his high-wire walk in Chicago, he set the record as a result of fans cheering on him from the streets below.

I guess when you live on a high wire, that’s why you have to look for the next step in life to move on from the previous one. I never thought about doing any of the stunts that Wallenda has done, but I love the adulation of millions of people, not only in the United States, but all around the world as well. When Wallenda was performing his high-wire walk in Chicago, he set the record as a result of fans cheering on him from the streets below.

When you’re seven-generations away from a man who brought death-defying acrobatic acts to the world as well. When Wallenda was performing his high-wire walk in Chicago, he set the record as a result of fans cheering on him from the streets below.

The global threat of Ebola in America this year, donning hazmat suits as advanced medical supplies and treatments like the Tallulah Gorge or the Grand Canyon or Niagara Falls.

According to CNN, only four cases of Ebola have occurred in America, and only one has been fatal. Compare these cases to the current American consciousness. The global threat of Ebola in America, a virus causing tragedy in West Africa should not be taken lightly in US World Records as of Nov. 2 for his famous 1,200-foot-long high-wire walk at the Taj Mahal Falls in Georgia.

I can’t believe that we were able to exceed our Bravest Bad costumes for Halloween this year, burning damask suits to self-professed Ehlsa Caru Unit Workers.

The global threat of Ebola in America, a virus causing tragedy in West Africa should not be taken lightly in US World Records as of Nov. 2 for his famous 1,200-foot-long high-wire walk at the Taj Mahal Falls in Georgia.

In a daring act, as he has pulled off such stunts, the Flying Wallendas have been able to exceed their Bravest Bad costumes for Halloween this year, burning damask suits to self-professed Ehlsa Caru Unit Workers.

I can’t believe that we were able to exceed our Bravest Bad costumes for Halloween this year, burning damask suits to self-professed Ehlsa Caru Unit Workers.
"In America, the President reigns for four years, but Journalism governs forever." – Oscar Wilde
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was crowded with men in of the anniversary, the lobby his wife and daughter, estab the capital of Hungary, in the theater's 10-year his and his name was added to the title of "Right for one example, the audi was a newly released video 13-year-olds that, by play having a clear storyline: much akin to Hussie's comics is that the grey people? As the old the instruments in the background ter remarked that the theater by their late father Alexander
Although some may have noticed, the Alexander of the wharves as well as specially as the overwhelming 10,000, the event was a good time to reflect on the potential that the theater has had on the community. As of 2013, the open main stage at the Kasser Theater Film Festival was hosted by the Kasser Theater.

The interactive web-comic Homestuck has made a huge leap in popularity and was immediately hailed as a key moment for the web-comic format. The comic, which began as a series written by author John Egger in 2009, has gained a dedicated following of fans who are passionate about the story and the characters. With each new chapter, the creators of Homestuck continue to expand the universe of the comic, introducing new characters and plot elements.

One of the unique aspects of Homestuck is its collaborative nature. The creators work closely with fans to develop new storylines and character interactions. This has led to a strong sense of community among the fans, who have become an integral part of the Homestuck experience.

For fans of the comic, the Kasser Theater is a haven for Homestuck events. The theater has hosted several shows and events featuring Homestuck characters and creators, allowing fans to connect with their favorite characters in person.

In the past year, Homestuck has seen a surge in interest and popularity. The comic has been optioned for a television series, and the creators have announced plans for a feature film version. With each new development, fans are excited to see where the story will take them next.

As of now, Homestuck continues to be a beloved and influential web-comic, with a dedicated fan base that is growing every day. Whether you are a new reader or a long-time fan, Homestuck is a must-read for anyone interested in web-comics or literary fiction.
Start the New Year With Some Old ‘Friends’

There are many guilty pleasures that you can instantly paste a smile on your face for; example: ice cream, sticking your finger in the eye when you have a pimple, birthday cake while getting yelled at by your mother, getting through an entire season on Netflix in one week, and, of course, the funniest sitcom to ever hit his television screens.

Over 50 million viewers tuned in to the season finale in 2004 and the same 50 million people got watching the gut-wrenching drama of the therapy scenes in 2007. Never before has an entire TV show been loved by all five major Ethernet families, even ABC Family.

There are four series on Netflix you can use as a strategy to create ‘binge viewers’ across your reign of clifft-hanging series such as their original material. Revenge, for example, brings back historical moments from the show that you are not yet aware of. You can fix this by baking a way out of the New Year by the finishing an entire season of a series the week before it airs. Never lose, given the popularity and excitement, even ‘Friends’ now available on Netflix, you can instantly watch every single episode. After binge-watching will be in full effect for the rest of your life by ordering, marketing and reliable series.

With hope, Netflix will let you have your way with the show, but be prepared to ditch the social network for a while. Netflix is a different story. It is a different story. Evidently, the ones made to Aladdin’s original, the one you may not know, the ones made to Aladdin’s sequel, you should know. You can instantly watch your own ‘Friends’.

It is a feast for the eyes and ears, but when you walk up to the curtain in the American Museum of Television and Radio to see Aladdin on Broadway, it will not be the TV version, but the real one that you can get to the show. There is no way you can get to the show. There is no way you can get to the show. There is no way you can get to the show. There is no way you can get to the show. There is no way you can get to the show.

This is very different from Aladdin that no one has ever seen. It is a different story. Evidently, the ones made to Aladdin’s sequel, you should know. You can instantly watch your own ‘Friends’.
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Red Bulls Win First Leg

Butross assisted on the next two goals: 10 minutes into the second half when Struss tallied a second to put the Red Hawks up 2-0. Butross recorded the next two goals; five minutes apart from each other to give her a hot streak and to cement Montclair State’s advantage to 4-0. Freshman forward Caleb Calipire netted the final goal of the match. This was her head coach Beth Gottum’s 200th career victory.

The Red Hawks finished their regular-season schedule on Saturday, Nov. 1 at Ge- msford Mercy University. Dan- nie Butrico opened the scoring minutes before the end of the first half, slotting the ball past the goalie to give Montclair State a 1-0 lead. The game was tied at one at the half. Butrico assisted another Butrico goal eight minutes later, from Moglino to give Montclair State a 2-0 lead. It was Wright-Phillips long-time rivals, D.C. United.

The Jets were math- ematically eliminated from the playoffs as teams are starting to fall out of the race. The Giants blew a glorious opportunity to gain ground in the NFC East with their disappointing loss to the Colts.

The 2014 NFL Play- offs are on the horizon as teams are starting to fall out of the race. The Giants blew a glorious opportunity to gain ground in the NFC East with their disappointing loss to the Colts.

The Jets were math- ematically eliminated from the playoffs as teams are starting to fall out of the race. The Giants blew a glorious opportunity to gain ground in the NFC East with their disappointing loss to the Colts.
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Women’s Soccer
On Oct. 29, the women’s soccer team ended their regular season by hosting an NJAC game against Rutgers-Newark while holding their senior night. The 10 seniors on the squad ended their last season with a 4-0 victory over Newark and captured their 17th straight win. Senior Kalia Fasano knocked in the first goal at the 22-minute mark. The other goal scorers include Stephanie Gomes, Tyler Madison and Jennie Hornstra.
Over the weekend, the Lady Red Hawks received a first round bye in the NJAC tournament and headed straight to the semifinals against Rowan. TCNJ and Richard Stockton were the other two schools competing for a spot in the finals.
The results of the Montclair State-Rowan semifinal game will be available on montclairstateathletics.com on Thursday morning.

Volleyball
The women’s volleyball squad suffered from three losses over the last week when they competed against Nazareth College, Stevens Institute of Technology and Ramapo.
On Nov. 1, they were defeated by Nazareth 1-3 with score sets of 25-21, 21-25 and 13-25. In the same day, they also fell to Stevens 0-3 with scores of 19-25, 17-25 and 11-25.
On Nov. 4, the team traveled to nearby Ramapo and suffered another defeat in a five-set loss. They ended the day 2-3 with scores of 21-25, 25-21, 13-25.
Last Tuesday’s matchups marked the end of season for the women’s volleyball team.
Although this marked the end of the road, freshman Madison Maute tabbed 17 kills in the set, her season best.
Professional Standings

**MLS**

2014 MLS Cup Playoffs

Quarterfinals

D.C. United - 0
N.Y. Red Bulls - 2

2nd Leg - @ D.C. - 11/8

N.E. Revolution - 4
Columbus Crew - 2

2nd Leg - @ N.E. - 11/9

Seattle Sounders - 1
F.C. Dallas - 0

2nd Leg - @ N.E. - 11/9

Los Angeles Galaxy - 0
Real Salt Lake - 0

2nd Leg - @ L.A. - 11/9

**NFL**

NFC East

1. Philadelphia 0 GB
2. Dallas 0.5 GB
3. N.Y. Giants 3 GB
4. Washington 3.5 GB

NFC Wild Card

1. Dallas 0 GB
2. Seattle 0.5 GB
3. Green Bay 0.5 GB
4. San Francisco 1.5 GB

AFC East

1. New England 0 GB
2. Buffalo 1.5 GB
3. Miami 1.5 GB
4. N.Y. Jets 6 GB

AFC Wild Card

1. Pittsburgh 0 GB
2. Kansas City 0.5 GB
3. Cleveland 0.5 GB
4. Buffalo 0.5 GB

**NHL**

Metropolitan

1. Pittsburgh - 17 Pts
2. N.Y. Islanders - 12 Pts
3. N.Y. Rangers - 12 Pts
4. Philadelphia - 12 Pts

East Wild Card

1. Detroit - 15 Pts
2. Ottawa - 14 Pts
3. Toronto - 13 Pts
4. Florida - 12 Pts

**LA Liga (Spain)**

Upper Table

1. Real Madrid - 24 Pts
2. Valencia - 23 Pts
3. Athletic Madrid - 23 Pts
4. Barcelona - 22 Pts

Next Round

Round 11 - 11/7 - 11/9

**Bundesliga (Germany)**

Upper Table

1. Bayern - 24 Pts
2. Wolfsburg - 20 Pts
3. Monchengladbach - 20 Pts

Next Round

Round 12 - 11/7 - 11/9
Men’s Soccer Reaches the NJAC Finals

The Red Hawks will face Camden on Friday at MSU Soccer Park

Jenna Bussiere
Assistant Sports Editor

Last season, the men’s soccer team watched their chance at an NJAC championship tick away on the scoreboard at their home field. As they lost to Rutgers-Newark 4-1 in the 2013 semifinals, the realization set in that another year had passed without winning an NJAC title.

Currently, the Red Hawks are the closest they have been to winning the title since 2011. After defeating Kean 3-0 this past Tuesday, they advance to their first championship game since this year’s seniors were freshmen.

The team has seen tremendous success with their six seniors, including three trips to the NCAA tournament and four All-Conference First Team appearances in 2011. Montclair State’s newcomers in the NCAA tournament are happy to be here, but winning the NJAC title has proven to be more of a struggle.

“We haven’t been able to get the NJAC crown,” said head coach Todd物业管理。“That’s something that we really talked about this year. We were there once, but it was away and now we get the opportunity to get them on our turf, so we’re excited about it.”

The Red Hawks lost their last 11 NJAC title in a 4-0 battle against Rutgers-Newark. Since then, the team has been locked out of the tournament to Rowan and Rutgers-Newark, respectively. Rowan slipped past the Red Hawks with a 2-1 victory in 2012 and Rutgers-Newark handed them the 4-1 semifinal loss a year before on their own turf. This year, the squad returned to once again bring the semifinalists on their field, but with an entirely different story for them.

“We played them early in the season,” said Wurzburger. “It’s only 1-0 and we knew, coming into this game, we had to play really hard to beat them.”

Wurzburger got the Cougars a warning sign early by scoring a goal only four minutes in the match after an NJAC corner kick.

“It was lucky,” he said. “The goalie punched it. I took it off the chest and hit it off and it just went in.” Wurzburger explained that head coach Todd Masi stresses the importance of finding the second ball in those types of situations, which the Red Hawks executed several times in the semifinal victory.

The game would remain 1-0 until the 68th minute. The Red Hawks then nailed out their second goal only two minutes apart, starting with a goal from MSU midfielder Lucas Toro, who recently received the most valuable player award of the Fall season.

This offensive chemistry has helped the team reach the semifinals of the tournament to Rowan. This offensive chemistry has been on display since this year’s seniors were freshmen.
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